
Cylera IoT Cybersecurity
Platform for Healthcare
SAFEGUARDING WHAT MATTERS MOST™

"We in clinical
engineering aren't
cybersecurity
specialists, we're patient
care specialists. 

Cylera's technology
enables us to stay
focused on our patients,
and help IT keep our
medical devices
cybersafe and
operational."

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

— Cylera Customer,
Northeast U.S.

Healthcare System

SOLUTION BRIEF

Cylera - Splunk Integration 
Full Visibility and Control for the NOC/SOC
over Medical and IoT Devices 

The Challenge
Many healthcare information technology (IT) departments and
clinical engineering teams have virtually no visibility into
connected medical and Internet of Things (IoT) devices in their
networks. Aside from not knowing what's connected, finding
them, and managing medical devices (IoMT) and IoT from an IT
security perspective, these devices can also provide attackers a
foothold to infiltrate healthcare networks, compromise patient
data, and add business continuity risk.   

Cylera and Splunk have partnered to deliver faster visibility, more
complete threat detection and intelligence, and more accurate
correlation and analytics on connected IoMT and IoT devices.
Cylera discovers, identifies, measures vulnerabilities and risks,
and provides data to Splunk's Security Information Event
Management (SIEM) solution to help IT network and security
operations centers (NOC/SOC) deliver superior monitoring,
security, management, and incident response for those devices. 

Splunk captures, indexes, and correlates real-time data, such as
provided by Cylera, into a searchable repository to create
operational intelligence and response. Splunk's SIEM can
recognize data patterns, diagnose problems, produce metrics and
power IT to help joint customers have a complete view of their
healthcare networks and the devices on them. This also leads to
faster mean-time-to-resolve (MTTR) for IT when investigating or
determining how to best resolve incidents that may occur. 



Maximize existing IT investments
with Cylera with real-time visibility
into the health and performance
of your network to identify and
respond to threats more quickly
and effectively. 

Integrated Solution Benefits 

Integration Highlights

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

Cylera's advanced IoT Security and Intelligence platform delivers the
highest degree of information to Splunk of the connected devices and
data through passive monitoring, and patented techniques, allowing a
deeper type of Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) analysis, and a zero-touch
method of vulnerability scanning that never touches the physical
devices. Depending on the device, this can include over 30 granular
device details and matching information with Cylera's proprietary
threat intelligence database and resources. Together, customers can
achieve useful and actionable data analytics that can support business
decisions, resource allocation, and increase profitability.

Cylera’s sensor (shown below as Cylera Appliance) comes pre-loaded
and ready for implementation, without the need for professional
services or additional license fees. It's standard within the product
integrations maintained by Cylera. An overview of the simple steps
built-in to the Cylera Command Console follows: 

The Integration - How it Works

Seamless integration and setup
in minutes to facilitate the
alerting of anomalous activity
without requiring extra services or
back-end programming. 

"Zero-Touch" connected IoT and
medical device inventory and
risk profiling with no disruption
to physical devices or patient
care services, through Cylera
passive, patented techniques 

Within the Cylera Command Console, administrators can configure a
new integration, by selecting “Splunk SIEM.”
Completing host and port fields with the Splunk Instance and a
generated token can then allow ALL device event types and
severities desired to be sent to Splunk.
The “Action” tab of the Splunk Integration will not show the data
being pushed; however, in the background, Cylera will send all
selected event types and severities to Splunk in real-time as they are
created.

Faster response times with
the needed information for
IT to quickly find and
resolve incidents with no
change to your current
workflow

Unlike others, there is no cost
for the integrated solution, it is
included in standard Cylera
Platform. 

AHA Preferred Cybersecurity
Provider Cylera is the only
vendor in its category as of 2021
to receive certification by the
American Hospital Association

Figure 1: Splunk and Cylera architecture



Integration Highlights

S A F E G U A R D I N G  W H A T  M A T T E R S  M O S T

The Cylera platform delivers an array of capabilities: asset identification and management, network
analysis, risk assessment, network segmentation, threat detection and intelligence, and fleet utilization and
optimization. All of these capabilities are undergirded by unique, patented technologies - Adaptive Data
Type Analysis™ and IoT Device Emulation Engine™, plus Cylera Labs' proprietary threat intelligence
database. 

WHAT'S UNIQUE ABOUT CYLERA?

Centralized Console
Asset Discovery
Network Assessment
Vulnerabilities
Risk Scoring
Remediation 

Passive, Zero Touch to
inventory physical devices

No operational or patient
disruption

Creation of "Clone" or "Digital
Twin" devices

Deep vulnerability scanning of 
the twin, never touching the live
physical device

Bringing It All Together



Founded in late 2017, and headquartered in New York, Cylera is the leading edge in
healthcare IoT, IoMT, and OT cybersecurity and intelligence. The Cylera Platform is a
centralized cybersecurity solution that secures the entire connected healthcare IoT
environment from the enterprise side to medical devices providing patient care
services. Cylera’s patented technology delivers unique IoT device emulation, adaptive
datatype analysis, and proprietary Cylera Labs global threat intelligence. Cylera is for
use by IT and clinical engineering for asset identification and management, network
analysis, risk assessment, network segmentation, threat detection and intelligence,
and fleet optimization. Cylera delivers the strongest, most advanced healthcare IoT
and medical device cybersecurity risk management solution for the industry.
www.cylera.com ©2022 Cylera, All Rights Reserved, 220107

Integration Highlights

Summary
The Cylera - Splunk integration is a resource-efficient, clinically-aware way to
discover and protect IoT and medical devices against unauthorized access,
and to keep IT NOC/SOC teams fully aware of connected IoT and medical
devices in the healthcare enterprise, and provide them the needed data for
rapid response. 

Cylera's integration with Splunk comes within the standard Cylera Platform at
no cost and is fully supported, but requiring no professional services.

Organizations will maximize their IT investments and achieve full visibility
across the whole healthcare enterprise with more intimate understanding of
the IoT and IoMT devices on their healthcare networks. 
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Learn More About Cylera
www.cylera.com

info@cylera.com - To get answers to your
questions
 
demo@cylera.com - To schedule an
efficient demo highlighting what you want to
know

partners@cylera.com - For exploration into
joining Cylera's Momentum Partner Program

Follow us on Twitter @cylera_


